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patial and temporal evolution of argon sparks

ivanandan S. Harilal

Optical emission spectroscopic studies of laser-created argon sparks are carried out. Pulses of 532 nm
and 8 ns from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser are used to create an argon spark at 1 atm. Gated
photography of 2 ns is used to investigate spark evolution at early times. Electron temperature and
density measurements are made from the spectral data. The Stark broadening of emission lines is used
to determine the electron density, and the Boltzmann plot of the singly ionized argon-line intensities is
exploited for determination of the electron temperature. The dependence on electron temperature and
density on different experimental parameters, such as distance from the focal point, delay time after the
initiation of the spark, and laser energy, are discussed. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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. Introduction

here are several theoretical and experimental stud-
es that explain how laser-created sparks come into
xistence and how they evolve.1–7 There are two
rocesses that may lead to creation of a laser spark
ue to focusing of an intense laser beam in a gas,
amely, multiphoton ionization and cascade ioniza-
ion. Cascade breakdown is the dominant mecha-
ism at longer wavelengths ��1 �m� and moderate to
igh pressures when there are many electron–
eutral collisions during the laser pulse.8 Laser-
roduced sparks have many practical applications.
aser-induced sparks have been used as a source for
roducing high-intensity x rays9 and extreme UV ra-
iation in rare gases10 and also for producing ultra-
ast shutters.11 They are also capable of igniting
aseous mixtures or even of extinguishing a diffusion
ame.12 Apart from these applications, laser-
reated sparks can be used as a source for atomic
mission spectrometry; in this case the technique is
eferred to as laser-induced breakdown spectrome-
ry.13,14 The spectrally and temporally resolved
tomic emission with laser-induced breakdown spec-
rometry provides analytical information about the
lemental composition of the sample. Recently this
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ethod has been used effectively for detecting air-
orne biological agents,15 aerosols in ambient air,16

nd the equivalence ratio in combustion systems.17

The dynamics of laser-created sparks have been
tudied by various techniques, such as optical emis-
ion spectroscopy,18,19 shadowgraphy,20 interferome-
ry,20 and laser-induced fluorescence.2 In published
tudies, however, little attention has been paid to the
undamental parameters of the plasma, such as elec-
ron temperature, electron density, and their evolu-
ion, especially at early times, after initiation of the
aser spark. Several diagnostic techniques can be
mployed in determining temperature and density,
ncluding Thomson scattering, emission spectros-
opy, Langmuir probe, and interferometry.21–23

homson scattering is probably the most direct and
east theory dependent, whereas spectroscopy is the
implest as far as instrumentation is concerned. Elec-
ron excitation temperatures and electron densities
re estimated by using optical emission spectroscopy
nd are reported for laser-produced plasmas with
olid targets24,25 and gases such as air26 and hydro-
en.27 Cadwell and Huwel28 measured the tem-
erature and density of laser-created argon sparks
t delay times between 60 and 140 �s after spark
ormation. Tsuda et al.29 reported the electron
emperature of argon plasma created at high pres-
ures �5–100 atm� and noted temperature increases
ith pressure.
In this paper we describe the spatial and the tem-

oral analysis of laser-generated argon spark at 1
tm. Gated photography of 2 ns is used to investi-
ate the spatial behavior of the spark kernel with
ime. Spatially and temporally resolved emission
pectra are measured early in the plasma decay
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3931
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�600 ns�. Emission spectra are used to infer the
lectron temperature Te and density ne of the spark.
he Stark-broadening method is used for determin-

ng electron density, and the Boltzmann plot is used
o elucidate the electron temperature by assuming
he local thermodynamic equilibrium �LTE�.

. Experimental Setup

he schematic of the experimental setup is in Fig. 1.
ulses from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser were
sed to create argon spark in a stainless-steel vac-
um chamber. The chamber was evacuated and
lled with argon gas at 1 atm. The laser provided
lean temporal pulses with 8 ns FWHM with the help
f an injection seeder �Fig. 2�. The spatial structure
f the laser profile was approximately Gaussian. The

ig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup used for imaging and
mission studies of argon spark: ICCD, intensified charged cou-
led device; PTG, programmable timing generator; WP, wave
late; R, reflector; BS, beam sampler; L1, laser aplanet; L, lens.

ig. 2. Typical temporal profile of the laser pulse. The FWHM of
he profile is �8 ns. The profile is temporally cleaned by an injec-
ion seeder.
932 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
ulse energy was varied by the combination of a wave
late and a cube beam splitter. To create the break-
own plasma, the laser pulses were focused with an
�5 antireflection-coated laser aplanat �CVI Laser,
AP 75.0–15.0� with a focal length of 75 mm. The
eam energy was monitored by an energy meter
Ophir Model 30A�.

Plume imaging was accomplished with an intensi-
ed CCD �ICCD� camera �PI MAX Model 512 RB,
12�512 pixels� placed orthogonal to the laser beam.

Nikon lens was used to image the plume region
nto the camera to form a two-dimensional image of
he plume intensity. The visible radiation from the
lasma was recorded integrally in a wavelength
ange of 350–900 nm. To keep 532-nm stray pho-
ons from reaching the camera, a magenta subtrac-
ive filter was used. A programmable timing
enerator was used to control the delay time between
he laser pulse and the imaging system with an over-
ll temporal resolution of 1 ns.
For space- and time-resolved spectroscopy an opti-

al system was used to image the plasma plume onto
he entrance slit of the spectrograph �Acton Pro,
pectra-Pro 500i� so as to have one-to-one correspon-
ence with the sampled area of the spark and the
mage. The optical system was translated to moni-
or different parts of the spark. The spatial resolu-
ion provided by our optical system was better than
.2 mm. The spectrograph was equipped with three
ratings: 150, 600, and 2400 grooves�mm. The
xit port of the spectrograph was coupled to an ICCD
hat was operated with vertical binning of the CCD
rray to obtain spectral intensities versus wave-
ength. The effective dispersion with 150, 600, and
400 grooves�mm were 0.3, 0.07, and 0.012 nm�pixel,
espectively. The recoded maximum resolution of
he spectrograph with a 2400-grooves�mm grating
ith a He–Ne laser was �0.025 nm.

. Results and Discussion

he detailed structure of the focused laser beam in
pace and time is important in determining the beam
nergy required for breakdown. When a lens fo-
uses the laser beam, the distribution of irradiance in
he focal spot is determined by the mode structure in
he laser oscillator, by the effect of amplifiers and
pertures in the system, and by the parameters of the
ens. The use of single-element lenses may lead to
ignificant spherical aberration. The aberration
ay easily be minimized by a suitable choice of cur-

atures. The effect of spherical aberration on the
istribution of irradiance in the focal region has been
alculated by Evans and Morgan.30 To avoid or min-
mize spherical aberration, we used a two-element
aser aplanat for focusing the laser beam.

. Spark Geometry

he time evolution of the plasma kernel is studied by
sing fast photography. Valuable information on the
ynamics of the absorption of a laser beam and prop-
gation of the gas-heating region is obtained by fast
hotography of the phenomenon. Time-resolved im-
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ging techniques could also provide details of the
nitial conditions of plasma.31 The images are taken
ith the ICCD camera that views the plasma orthog-

nal to the laser-propagation direction. Figure 3
ives the evolution of an argon spark at 1 atm. The
aser energy used is 100 mJ, and each image in the
gure is recorded from an independent breakdown
vent and normalized to its maximum intensity.
iming jitter is less than 1 ns. The laser beam is

ncident from the left-hand side. The smoothness of
he spark evolution attests to the reproducibility of
he data.

The shapes of the argon spark at early times are
pherical. At low energy levels the spark is confined
ery close to the focal volume. With increasing laser
nergy the kernel becomes more asymmetrical in
hape; the backward plasma �toward the focusing
ens� grows much faster than the forward plasma
away from the focusing lens�. The layer of gas out-
ide the plasma, although transparent to the laser
eam, is heated by plasma radiation. This outside
as close to the plasma in turn becomes ionized to
uch an extent that it strongly absorbs the laser light.
his layer is then heated further very rapidly and the

emperature increases. By this time a new layer of
lasma nearer the laser will have become strongly
bsorbing, so the boundary of the plasma will move
oward the focusing lens. Hence the spark becomes
ptically thick and absorbs all radiation reaching the
ocal point. So the forward-moving component of
he spark is absent at later times. The emission
ntensity of the spark is found to be higher at dis-
ances toward the focusing lens. The absorption of
he laser photons by the plasma is mainly due to an
nverse bremsstrahlung process. The time scale of
his event is that of the laser pulse itself. For this
ork the incident laser irradiance is clearly greater

han 1 GW cm�2, and for those cases for which the
bsorbed energy significantly exceeds the breakdown
hreshold the plasma propagates as a laser-
upported radiation wave.5,26 The estimated veloc-
ty of argon spark propagation toward the focusing
ens from the images is �1.4 � 107 cm�s. After the
ulse ends the plasma continues to expand, although

ig. 3. Time evolution of visible emission from an argon spark
ecorded with an ICCD camera. The exposure time used was 2
s. The laser energy used was 100 mJ, and background pressure
as 1 atm. The timings in the images represent the time after the
nset of spark formation. All the images are normalized to their
aximum intensity. The smoothness of the sparks with time in-

icates the reproducibility.
ore slowly. Figure 4 represents the temporal evo-
ution of the maximum brightness �taken from the
mages� of the argon spark with the time elapsed
fter the onset of the spark formation.
It is observed that the emission intensities increase

apidly to a certain time �11 ns� and then decrease
ith time. Then the spark emission decays over a
eriod of a few microseconds. The time evolution of
he spark at later times shows the dissipation times
f the spark, �5 ms.4,32 It was also noticed that the
hape of the sparks change significantly at later
imes.4

. Spectroscopic Studies

he spectroscopic measurements are carried out to
tudy the physical properties of the argon spark.
ptical emission spectroscopic studies are made as a

unction of time and space at different laser energy
evels. Time-resolved emission spectra are recorded
t different locations in the spark. The typical emis-
ion spectra recorded at different times after the on-
et of the spark are given in Fig. 5. The spectra are
ecorded 2 mm from the focal point �toward the fo-
using lens� and with 100 mJ of laser energy. Dur-
ng the initial stages, especially �50 ns, the
ontinuum emission dominates over line emission.
he continuum radiation, or bremsstrahlung, occurs
hen a free electron collides with another particle
nd makes a transition to another free state of low
nergy, with the emission of a photon. In a spark
hat is sufficiently hot, most of the atoms are stripped
f all their orbital electrons, and hence an electron–
on recombination and bremsstrahlung are the dom-
nant emission mechanisms. As time evolves a large
umber of ionic and atomic transitions are superim-
osed on the continuum emission. We monitored
he emission features early in the plasma decay
�600 ns�. Radziemski et al.33 well documented the
mission features of the air plasma between 1 and 20
s.
The plasma electron temperature was deduced

ig. 4. Temporal evolution of the brightness taken from the im-
ges with time elapsed after the onset of spark. The spark emis-
ion peaked around 11 ns after the onset of plasma formation.
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3933
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rom the Boltzmann plot method. If the plasma is
ssumed to be in the local thermodynamic equilib-
ium, the Boltzmann distribution can be used to es-
imate the population of the excited state, and it can
e written as

nnm � nn

gm

Z
exp��

Em

kT� , (1)

here nnm is the population of the mth excited level,
m is the statistical weight of the upper level of the
ransition, Em is the excitation energy, k is the Bolt-
mann constant, and T is the temperature. The
mission intensity of a line is related to the popula-
ion of the excited level through

Inm � Anmnnm

hc
�nm

� Anmnn

gm hc
Z�nm

exp� �
Em

kT� , (2)

here Anm is the transition probability and �nm is the
avelength of the line. Hence, when the ratio of line

ntensities are used, the temperature can be esti-
ated. We estimated the temperature by using the

ntensities of several Ar	 lines. A plot of ln�I��Ag�
gainst E for several spectral lines should be a
traight line of slope 1�kT. The use of multiple lines
as the advantage of improving the accuracy of the
emperature measurement as well as checking for
rrors in the line assignment or transition probability
alue. The designation and other spectroscopic con-
tants used for determining the excitation tempera-
ure for argon spark are in Table 1. Transition
robabilities Anm and the statistical weights gm of
hese lines are obtained from the literature.34,35 A
ypical Boltzmann plot used for calculating the tem-
erature is in Fig. 6.
One of the most powerful spectroscopic techniques

or determining the electron density with reasonable
ccuracy is by the measurements of a Stark-
roadened line profile of an isolated atom or singly

ig. 5. Typical time-resolved emission spectra recorded after the
nset of spark evolution. These spectra are recorded 2 mm away
rom the focal point in the backward direction. The gate of the
ntensifier was set at 10 ns. Emission lines used for the Boltz-

ann plot are also given.
934 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
harged ion. Stark broadening is the dominant
roadening mechanism in laser-created sparks. In
uch a case the electron density can be deduced from
he FWHM of a line. The FWHM of a Stark-
roadened line �in angstroms� without ionic contri-
ution is given by the simple relation35


�1�2 � 2W� ne

1016�Å , (3)

here W is the electron-impact parameter, which can
e incorporated for different temperatures.35 We
ave selected the line-broadened profile of the Ar	

ine at 480.6 nm for the electron-density measure-
ents. The impact parameter of the line is obtained

rom Griem.35 Apart from Stark, other broadening
echanisms such as resonance, Doppler, and instru-
ent broadening can affect the broadening of an

mission line.24 The effect of resonance broadening
s proportional to the ground-state number density
nd the transition oscillator strength. Doppler
roadening, which is due to different Doppler shifts
xperienced by the species in different regions of the

ig. 6. Typical Boltzmann plot used for estimating temperature.
he Intensities of Ar	 lines are used, and other constants are in
able 1. The inverse slope of the best fit gives the temperature.
his plot corresponds to time-integrated emission intensities re-
oded at the focal spot �laser energy, 100 mJ�, which corresponds to
temperature of 2.25 � 0.2 eV.

Table 1. Spectroscopic Data of Ar� Lines Employed for Temperature
Determination

Wavelength
�nm�

Energy �eV�
�Upper
Level�

g
�Upper
Level�

Transition
Probability Aij

�108 s�1�

385.1 19.97 4 0.387
392.6 24.28 4 1.4
404.3 21.40 4 0.406
407.2 21.50 6 0.58
410.4 22.70 4 1.3
472.7 19.76 4 0.588
476.5 19.87 4 0.64
480.6 19.22 6 0.78
484.8 19.30 2 0.849
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lume with different velocity components, can also be
uled out in our experimental conditions because the
park expansion is slow after the end of the laser
ulse. Setting the spectrograph at its maximum
esolution can minimize the instrumental broaden-
ng. Typical Stark-broadened profiles of Ar	 at
80.6-nm lines at different times after the onset of
park formation are given in Fig. 7. Stark-
roadened line profiles are approximately Lorent-
ian, and the experimental results shown here in Fig.
fit fairly well with a typical Lorentzian profile.
We have measured the electron density and the

emperature as functions of the axial distance from
he focal point, the time after the onset of spark for-
ation, and the laser energy. The temporal evolu-

ion of electron temperature and electron density is of
rime importance, since many kinetic reaction rates
epend directly or indirectly on these parameters.25

he variation in temperature and density as a func-

ig. 7. Stark-broadened profile of Ar	 transition at 480.6 nm at
ifferent times after the onset of spark. The FWHM of this line is
sed to infer electron density. The smooth curves represent the
tted Lorentzian curves. The measured Stark widths are also
iven.

ig. 8. Time evolution of electron temperature after the onset of
park formation. Positions �2 and �1, 2 and 1 mm toward the
ocusing lens from the focal point. The gate of the intensifier is set
t 10 ns for these measurements.
ion of time is given in Fig. 8 and 9 for two axial points
n the spark. Axial positions �1 and �2 correspond
o 1- and 2-mm separation from the focal point and
oward the focusing lens. At shorter times the line-
o-continuum ratio is so small and the temperature
easurement is sensitive to errors in setting the true

ontinuum level. This problem is particularly acute
or time are great as 50 ns. For times �50 ns the
ine-to-continuum ratios are within a reasonable
imit, interference with the continuum measurement
s not severe, and the values of ne and Te shown in
igs. 8 and 9 should be reliable. For these studies
he gate width of the intensifier is set at 10 ns. An
nitial electron temperature of �3 eV �35,000 K� and

density of 1 � 1019 cm�3 are observed at the �2
osition. The density diminishes rapidly with time
nd then levels off at later times. Note that within
00 ns after the onset of spark formation the density
rops to 2 � 1018 cm�3. The fast decay rate can be
ttributed to plasma recombination. The density
as found to be much lower at the �1 position, while

he temperature did not vary much. This indicates
hat inverse bremsstrahlung is the most important
bsorption mechanism for spark propagation toward
he focusing lens. Inverse bremsstrahlung strongly
epends on density ne

2 and weakly depends on tem-
erature.23 The electron temperature also drops
ith time but at a much slower rate than the density.
suda et al.29 also observed a similar variation in
lectron temperature with time for an argon spark at
igh pressures �5–50 atm�. Recently the tempera-
ure and density of laser-generated argon sparks
ave been estimated at delay times between 60 and
40 �s after the spark formation.28 At these later
imes the estimated temperatures and densities var-
ed from 9600 to 5600 K �0.83–0.5 eV� and 2.4 to 0.6 �
016 cm�3, respectively.
The variation of temperature and electron density

s a function of axial distance and for different laser
nergy levels is given in Fig. 10 and 11. Since both
ensity and temperature rapidly change with time,
hese spectroscopic measurements are done in a time-

ig. 9. Time evolution of density at different spatial points in the
park. Other experimental conditions are similar to Fig. 8.
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3935
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ntegrated manner. For these studies the gate
idth and delay of the intensifier were set at 500 and
0 ns, respectively. Since time-integrated intensi-
ies were used for these estimations, the values of the
emperature and density presented should be re-
arded as indicating the average conditions occurring
n the spark, rather than as defining the conditions at
particular stage of its evolution. The temperature
nd density measurements at locations closer to the
ocal points show that their values are not much af-
ected when we increase the laser energy. This in-
icates that increased energy of the laser pulse is
sed in plasma spatial growth and not in plasma
eating. With increasing laser energy the spark
ropagates toward the laser beam. The spark be-
omes much hotter with the spatial positions toward
he focusing lens. Similar to temperature, the den-
ity also increases initially with increasing separa-

ig. 10. Variation in temperature at different spatial points in
he spark for various laser energies. All these measurements are
one in a time-integrated manner. The delay and gate width are
et at 50 and 500 ns, respectively. Axial position 0 corresponds to
he focal point and the �ve and 	ve numbers on the x-axis scale
orrespond to positions toward and away from the focusing lens.

ig. 11. Variation of density at different spatial points in the
park. The measurements are made in a time-integrated man-
er. All other experimental parameters are similar to Fig. 10.
936 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
ion from the focal position toward the focusing lens,
hich is characteristic of the inverse bremsstrahlung
rocess. The rise in density depends also on the
nergy used for creation of the plasma.
Since we have assumed that the plasma is in a local

hermodynamic equilibrium for our analysis of elec-
ron temperature, checking the minimum density
ondition for LTE is worth while22:

ne � 1.4 � 1014Te
1�2�
E�3cm�3 , (4)

here Te and 
E �the energy difference between up-
er and lower energy levels� are in electron volts.
or the transition with the largest energy gap, 
E 
.2 eV, and applied to a spark temperature of 3 eV,
he criterion predicting the lowest limit for ne is 8 �
015 cm�3. Our observed values of ne are always
reater than this limit, implying that the LTE ap-
roximation assumed for our analysis is valid.

. Conclusions

he emission details of an argon spark at a 1-atm
ressure have been investigated with 2-ns gated pho-
ography and optical emission spectroscopy. The
aser-induced argon spark is created by focusing 8-ns
ulses from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser. Sig-
ificant energy absorption and a cascade type of op-
ical breakdown start with the generation of initial
ree electrons. Following the rapid growth of elec-
ron density, the initial plasma becomes optically
hick and absorbs practically all incident energy in
he latter portion of the laser pulse. Because of this,
oon after the breakdown an apparent shift in the
park results from the buildup of a laser-supported
adiation wave that travels against the incoming la-
er beam, whereas the opposite side obscured by the
bsorbing plasma is no longer fed by laser energy.
he observed movement toward the laser beam
eases by the end of the laser pulse; at this stage the
mission intensity reaches the maximum value, from
hich it decays in time, which is of the order of a few
icroseconds.
We performed a detailed measurement of electron

ensity and temperature by using spectroscopic
eans. Line-intensity ratios of the same ionization

tages of the argon employing Boltzmann plot have
een used for determining electron temperature, and
he Stark-broadened profile of the first ionized argon
pecies is used for the electron-density measure-
ents. The dependence of density and temperature

n different experimental parameters, such as dis-
ance from the focal point, time after the onset of
park formation, and laser energy, is carried out. At
arlier times the intense continuum radiation is dom-
nated. The line-to-continuum ratio improves as
ime evolves. An initial temperature of �3 eV
35000 K� and a density of 1 � 1019 cm�3 are mea-
ured. The density and temperature measurements
lso showed that their values increase with separa-
ion from the focal spot and toward the focusing lens.
he temperature and density measurements at loca-
ions closer to the focal points indicate that their
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alues are not affected much by the increase in laser
nergy, which points out that the increased energy in
he laser pulse is used in plasma spatial growth and
ot in plasma heating.
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